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Project summary and Progress Toward Objectives

Spark!, The Faculty of Computing and Data Sciences, and the College of Communication
expanded and scaled the Justice Media Computational Journalism co-Lab as a vibrant
newsroom and product incubator at Boston University where diverse students work on
interdisciplinary teams as part of a class and internship program to produce data-driven and
justice-oriented investigative news stories and technology solutions for local, regional and
national publications.

Expanding with new affiliated faculty

In our second year, we selected award-winning affiliated faculty from the Journalism Department
including Michelle Johnson, a professor emerita and innovation leader active with key
journalism organizations such as the Online News Association and National Association of
Black Journalists. Unfortunately due to unforeseen circumstances, we have not been able to
engage deeply with two of the faculty affiliates we enlisted to join JMCL as part of the expanded
vision presented for the JMCL. Lei Guo and Derry Wijaya are both BIPOC faculty we enlisted in
at the beginning of the Year 2 grant, however Lei Guo unexpectedly left Boston University for a
position at another university and Derry has had to return to Indonesia for a two-year sabbatical
due to visa issues. We are also recruiting three additional Journalism faculty members including
Meghan Irons, a former Boston Globe reporter with expertise in media innovation and
investigative journalism, Shannon Dooling, a radio journalist from Boston’s public radio station
WBUR, and Tina McDuffie, an in-depth broadcast expert who hosts the national documentary
program Local, USA series on WORLD Channel Network. Our intention is for affiliated faculty to
initially advise teams working on existing projects but soon engage as instructors in future
practicum courses as well as start bringing their own investigations into the co-Lab and utilizing
their professional connections to help the co-Lab increase its reach and impact.

In addition to partners from faculty from the Journalism Department, we have expanded the
number of partners from the Faculty of Computing & Data Sciences engaged in the program.
We have two faculty who now co-teach the course in different semesters, including Langdon
White, clinical assistant professor of the practice in the Faculty of Computing & Data Sciences
and Spark! technical director, Osama Al-Shaykh, assistant research professor and lecturer in
the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. Both bring their deep knowledge in
data science and engineering. The team of technologists supporting the co-lab has also
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expanded to include two solutions engineers, Michelle Voong with expertise in data science and
machine learning and Ian Saucy, with expertise in software engineering.

Expanding with new partnerships

The Justice Media co-Lab continued its deep partnership with founding collaboration partners
including the Boston Globe, GBH/NPR News, CBS Boston, and the Bay State Banner, the
oldest Black-owned newspaper in New England. We also launched many new partnerships in
2022. Ultimately, these collaborations yielded nine stories in the most recent grant period, such
as pieces on divisive rhetoric for USA Today, an investigation into gender pay gaps among state
employees for CBS Boston, and a story for GBH shedding light on problematic police overtime
in one of the city’s most disadvantaged neighborhoods. We are also continuing to incubate
innovative technology solutions for newsrooms to address issues of equity and bias across their
operations.

In addition, the Justice Media co-Lab launched six new partnerships during this grant reporting
period: the Emancipator, TheGrio, USA Today, WBUR, the Institute for Global Sustainability at
BU, and DigBoston.
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The Emancipator, a nonprofit newsroom housed within the Center for Antiracist Research at
Boston University, focuses on “showcasing missing and underamplified voices — past and
present — and demonstrating how they reveal the way forward” to “reframe the national
conversation on racial equity and hasten a more racially just society.”

In fall 2022, student teams in the co-Lab launched two data-driven investigations for the
Emancipator. In one project, which we will continue over the summer internship program,
students went to courthouses around Boston to obtain hundreds of pages of warrants, digitized
them and then mined the text to evaluate their credibility and accountability. In a second project
for the Emancipator, which is slated to be published in June, students in the co-Lab collected
dozens of datasets to examine how historical and current racism has helped built a system
where people who live in historically redlined, low income, Black and Latino neighborhoods,
already are suffering disproportionately from extreme heat due to climate change. The co-Lab
students built dozens of maps showing minority communities in Boston have far less tree
canopy, significantly higher ground temperatures, more heat-induced asthma rates and
emergency room visits due to heat, and more complaints to the city about soaring indoor
temperatures in the summer.

The Justice Media co-Lab also launched a new partnership with TheGrio, a Black-owned, free
publication focusing on news with a “pronounced impact on a Black global audience.” Student
teams launched three ambitious, impactful and multi-semester projects for TheGrio.

One team is building the first-ever, nationwide database containing details of all known criminal
convictions judges have reversed due to police misconduct such as falsifying warrants, using
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uncredible witnesses, hiding evidence, improper use of confidential informants, and more. This
team also is working with reporter Josiah Bates on shorter-term investigations as they build the
database to publish stories along the way — and get clips, the currency of jobs in journalism.
For instance, the team spent several weeks examining exonerations data to provide important
context for a story about falsified warrants published on the anniversary of the killing of Breonna
Taylor. The Justice Media co-Lab will ultimately publish in partnership with TheGrio an
investigation shedding light on the most common types of police misconduct leading up to a
conviction, as well as identifying potentially problematic police departments around the country
and any officers who have had repeated convictions reversed due in part or fully due to their
misconduct. We will continue to make all data available to the public free of charge.

The JMCL Team for the Grio presenting at the end-of-semester Demo Day/ project showcase

A second team for TheGrio is examining how the news media reports on police killing people.
They have gathered a corpus of news clips chronicling how publications reported on these
incidents from the beginning, if at all. They are mining the text for trends and examining police
reports and other public documents to determine if what was originally reported is, in fact, what
happened. They are also mining the text for words and phrases to explore how often and when
the stories rely on the police narrative. Ultimately, the data gathered for this project could be the
beginning of a newsroom tool to help editors identify stories relying too heavily on any one
source. We have identified this “source tracking” tool as the next feature we hope to add to the
GBH/NAACP Media Bias Tracker tool.

The co-Lab’s third team working with TheGrio is investigating police brutality that sends people
to the hospital but doesn’t kill them. They’re requesting public records such as Emergency
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Room visit data, police reports and other documents to shed light on the injuries and
circumstances surrounding them.

In a new partnership with WBUR and the Boston University Institute for Global Sustainability,
student teams examined equity in access to electric vehicle charging stations. The city of
Boston pledged to ensure equal access to chargers, saying every residence needs to be within
a 10-minute walk of a station. Their reporting, analysis and data visualizations were published
and showed the city was far behind its goals around EV stations to ensure environmental
justice.

We also formed a new partnership and worked on a project with the alt-weekly DigBoston
requesting, digitizing and analyzing police use-of-force reports from police districts around the
state. The student team focused on one town in Massachusetts where multiple officers were
repeatedly found to have committed the same type of misconduct and other trends.

Finally, the most recent partnership we will be launching will expand our network of local
partners to include rural communities. The Granite State News Collaborative, a nonprofit,
statewide journalism news organization in New Hampshire reached out to us seeking to
increase their capacity to do the precise, computational investigations we specialize in that are
simply not possible for most news organizations to sustain because they are so expensive and
time consuming.

Innovative Prototypes and Open Source Solutions for Newsrooms

In addition to the investigations and stories published by students affiliated with the JMCL, the
innovation side of co-Lab continued to make progress on a technology solution under
development for the NAACP Boston Chapter and GBH/NPR Boston that would enable media
organizations to track their coverage of diverse racial and ethnic communities, specifically which
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topics are being covered and the demographics of individuals providing background and quotes
for news reports for different topics and geographies. We plan to launch the beta version of this
tool at the national NAACP convention which will be held in Boston in July 2023.

Screenshot of the interface for the NAACP/GBH NPR News media bias tracker tool

Publish Datasets and Open Source Solutions to advance journalism

We have built a robust repository of the data co-Lab students have collected, cleaned and linked
with key supplementary datasets to examine disparity and inequity. Currently we publish this
repository on GitHub, where journalists, academics and others can easily download it. We will
also offer these datasets along with detailed explanations and data dictionaries on our Justice
Media co-Lab website. In the future, these will be incorporated into the Data.Spark.io site,
currently under development, an open source, interactive data management site where over
100 additional data sets curated by the Spark! program will also be housed for access by
journalists.

Firmly institutionalizing Justice Media at BU

The Justice Media co-Lab has established itself as the place to go at Boston University for
public interest technology in the journalism landscape. We are rapidly growing and becoming
well known among faculty and students campus wide for our experiential learning program.
University leadership have taken notice, and Justice Media faculty have been invited to present
at campus-wide talks on public interest technology and experiential learning.
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In the past year we succeeded in formally establishing the Justice Media co-Lab practicum
course as a regular offering by the BU Hub’s XCC program which enables collaborations across
different departments. It will be listed in the Spring of 2024 with an official course number in the
university bulletin, officially exiting the pilot stage for this course. This course also now counts
toward as an elective for the computer science and data science majors as well as a
professional experience requirement for the journalism major.

As part of a larger College of Communication initiative to develop a robust and multi-faceted
partnership with WBUR, the public radio station on campus, the COM dean is planning to create
at least one designated Justice Media intern for WBUR. We could replicate this method with
other news partners, which ideally would lead to additional funding for the positions.

After another successful summer internship in Year 2, the College of Communication dean
committed to paying Brooke Williams’ salary over the summer of 2023 to continue the internship
program and also focus on developing long-term strategy and additional funding opportunities.
With support of the associate provost of the Faculty of Computing and Data Sciences, Spark! is
providing the funding for two journalism interns and two data science interns to work on
investigative journalism projects for 10 weeks this summer.

We are in the final stages of launching a new Justice Media Computational Journalism co-Lab
website, which will be housed under Spark!, CDS, and COM, further establishing collaboration
among the programs. We hope this link will be active by the time this report is read at
www.bu.edu/justic-media. We have an initial web presence that is currently hosted on the
website of the Faculty of Computing & Data Sciences, but the new site will be standalone to
reflect the equal partnership of the College of Communication and the Faculty of Computing &
Data Sciences and BU Spark!

We are seeking additional funding and recently applied for a grant meant to provide
opportunities and pathways for minority and marginalized journalism students to learn
investigative reporting and ultimately get jobs, increasing diversity in newsrooms,

Challenges or lessons learned

There are several challenges to overcome to ensure meaningful collaborations between news
media partners and academia. The first, and perhaps most important, is how to address the
differing timelines and deadlines. Academia operates on a semester-calendar while news media
is about the news cycle which often requires student-journalists and their supporting faculty to
move more quickly than a course structure may have envisioned or it requires thorough
investigations which may last longer than one semester. Moreover, it’s difficult in any setting to
accurately predict how long a data-driven investigation will take — one of the reasons
newsrooms lack the capacity to do it. We’ve had to adjust by clarifying expectations on the part
of both faculty and students that part of a real-world journalism experience is being flexible and
outcome driven. We’ve reached an understanding with both students and our journalism
partners that students from all semesters who worked on a story would be included in the
bylines, contribution lines or attributions associated with the published articles. In addition,
we’ve realized we need an “on demand” team to supplement student teams or backfill when
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needed to ensure the stories are delivered to media partners when a deadline is accelerated as
a result of the news cycles.

Other learnings have been the length of time it takes to build trust and formalized partnerships
with news media partners. We’ve had successful and continuous informal partnerships with all
of our newsroom partners, but the process of establishing a formal MOU, involving lawyers on
both sides, representing large institutions has proven a barrier. Direct engagement with
individual editors and newsrooms has proven an effective path to achieving a stable source of
stories and partnership, but formal institutional MOUs have stalled. As such, we have decided to
wait until we have a greater volume of successful story collaborations before pursuing this
further.

A final challenge is the lack of administrative capacity to ensure that the story is told and
learnings shared with other institutions. We have been approached by several other institutions
to help them set up similar labs, but we do not currently have the capacity to stretch beyond the
direct implementation of our own program. It would be very helpful to have additional resources
or support for communications and project management to capture the activities, tools, and
successes of the program itself.

Equity, diversity, and inclusion

Diversity in computational, investigative reporting is dismal. A recent Neiman Report opinion
piece stated “the overall number of journalists of color in investigative reporting in management
or on investigative teams remains abysmally low. The reasons for this are many. In numerous
cases, journalists of color aren’t looked at as potential candidates for investigative reporters and
aren’t given the opportunity to pursue stories that would give them the chance to show that they
can do investigative work.”

The Justice Media co-Lab is preparing students from diverse backgrounds for a career in
data-driven, investigative reporting and giving them the experience and clips they need to
pursue a meaningful career in the field. Students work with editors and report in communities,
facing obstacles such as government officials refusing to provide records or sources hesitant to
talk. But unlike a typical newsroom internship, Justice Media interns have experienced faculty
advising them closely and helping them learn how to navigate working with the public and
editors.

Journalism students and computer science students eager to work in PIT newsroom jobs need
published clips to show editors they know how to successfully execute this challenging work that
requires a specialized set of skills and practical experience. But the process of securing a
position to use these skills in the real world and earn professionally published clips is
competitive and difficult to navigate. Now established among students as the place to go for this
practical experience, Justice Media is successfully providing an inclusive solution and paving
the way for diverse students to publish their work and gain access to the computational
journalism job market.
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The Justice Media co-Lab also has successfully ensured diversity among its partners to foster
inclusivity and equity in data-driven investigative reporting and creation of journalistic tools.
Students in the co-Lab currently are working on two investigations for The Emancipator, an
online newsroom focusing on topics of racial justice in partnership with the Boston University
Center for Antiracist Research. Both slated to publish soon, the data-driven investigations
explore environmental justice and hyper-local police misconduct leading up to arrests. Student
teams in Justice Media also are currently working on three long-term, data-driven, investigative
projects on police misconduct for TheGrio, an international, digital media network focused on
Black communities. We also serve the oldest Black-owned publication in Boston, the Bay State
Banner, and students recently published a story in the small paper examining voting patterns
among young adults in the city. As described above, in partnership with the NAACP and GBH,
the Justice Media co-Lab is building a tool for newsrooms to flag potential racism in their
coverage.

Based on information self declared to Boston University, Justice Media students and interns who
chose to provide racial information self-identified as follows: five students identified as two-plus
races, seven students identified as Black, 21 identified as Latino or Hispanic, 44 identified as
Asian, and 39 as white. At least four of our Justice Media co-Lab students — one of whom is
now a paid project manager — have identified as non-gender conforming.

The journalism Expert in Residence we brought on for Year 2 is a Black woman who is part of
the LGBTQ community, and two of the affiliated journalism faculty recruits are also Black
women. Kevin Hatchoua, a senior UX designer from Red Hat and Expert in Residence at Spark!
has been a key source of support on the NAACP/ GBH/NPR Media Bias Tracker innovation
project. Our new faculty affiliates, both of women are Black women and bring diverse expertise
in broadcast and impact journalism, strengthening the breadth and depth of the co-Lab’s
capabilities while also providing an inclusive and diverse experiential classroom for students to
thrive.

Institutionalization of PIT and Network Impact

The Justice Media co-Lab is a replicable model for interdisciplinary data-driven journalism at
universities and colleges, and we’re attracting other academic institutions where faculty are
seeking to utilize our methods and processes to create something similar. For example,
Journalism professors at Smith College approached us eager to create a satellite Justice Media
co-Lab, and we are discussing opportunities now and see an opportunity to bring the Justice
Media co-Lab to the PIT Regional Experiential Learning Summer Institute collaboration being
discussed by regional PIT leaders. Brooke Williams, who co-teaches Justice Media, was invited
to the all-women college in central Massachusetts to give a campus wide talk and in-class
lecture on the co-Lab and what’s possible when interdisciplinary student teams dive into
data-driven investigative reporting. These requests are not coming through the PIT University
Network, however, and an opportunity to expand this conversation will depend upon other
schools engaging their journalism departments. We would happily participate in an informational
webinar about the program to share with other schools but it would require targeted outreach to
departments. We believe our greatest opportunity will be to integrate the JMCL into the regional
efforts in Massachusetts.
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Appendix I: Demographic Data

Based on information self declared to Boston University, Justice Media students and interns who
chose to provide racial information self-identified as follows: five students identified as two-plus
races, seven students identified as Black, 21 identified as Latino or Hispanic, 44 identified as
Asian, and 39 as white. At least four of our Justice Media co-Lab students — one of whom is
now a paid project manager — have identified as non-gender conforming. We do not have
college specific data, but these data show participation rates from BIPOC students that surpass
the university’s overall enrollment rates.

Number of project participants that identify as:

● American Indian or Alaskan Native: 0
● Asian: 44
● Black or African American: 7
● Hispanic or Latino or LatinX: 21
● Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander: 0
● White: 39
● Two or more races: 5
● Prefer to Self-describe: 0
● Prefer not to answer or where that information is not available: 14
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Appendix II: Financial Reporting

Financial report detailing final accounting of budgeted vs. actual expenditures of all grant
funding, including the entire project budget and all sources of revenue and expenditures
(including grassroots and direct lobbying expenditures, if applicable), in addition to this Grant.
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Appendix III: Publications from the Justice Media co-lab
The full list of publications and links to the articles from students participated in the Justice
Media co-Lab can be found in the link below:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/11IhMB9nwaJ-MeNnhs07-2LiUAqD5JvQ9V0HFmoalyb
k/edit

Appendix IV: Assorted Images from JMCL

Jasmine Fanchu and Molly Farrar, student JMCL team for the GBH/NPR youth voting trend story
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BU Spark! end of Semester Demo Day including JMCL students

Melissa Ellin, Jake Neenan, Allie Pirog, students from the JMCL Boston Globe team investigation
on grievances from incarcerated people in the Mass Dept of Corrections.
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Daniel Kool presenting an investigation on disparities into the number of minority
contracts awarded to MBEs in Massachusetts

From left: Michael Walsh and Emily Stevenson with the Emancipator investigation into historical
racism and extreme heat, and Lindsay Schachnow and Arya Patel with the Emancipator police
warrants project.
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